POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji, August 28, 2018
Bhadra 6, 1940

A power shutdown has been arranged on August 31, 2018 on 11KV Bordem and Ladphem feeder to carry out work of aerial bunch cabling and replacing of AB switch work between 8.00 A.M. TO 1.00 P.M. The areas affected are Sashtiwada and surrounding areas.

Similarly on August 31, 2018 on Nirankal feeder to carry out tree cutting HT/LT line and transformer maintenance between 9.00 A.M. TO 12.00P.M. The areas affected are Bhindem, Amurgal, Podla, Gothawada and Panaspani.

Similarly on September 1, 2018 on 33/11KV Bethora Sub station feeder to carry out tree cutting HT/LT line and transformer maintenance between 7.00 A.M. to 10.00P.M. The areas affected are Ind. Estate, Nirankal, Dattagad, Ashem Mestawada, Merry milk, Bonbag, Bhinde and entire areas under Bethoda Panchayat.

Similarly on September 1, 2018 on 11KV Dharbandora feeder to carry out tree cutting HT/LT line and transformer maintenance between 9.00 A.M. to 2.00P.M. The areas affected are Tamsoda, Panshi, Sancorda Tamdi Surla, Dongarwada, Murge, Dharbandora, Margewadi, Shivdem, Aglot Satpal, Udhalsem, Kumbharwada and Bolkarne.